MIE Trak ERP by MIE Solutions Implemented at Eye Catch Signs
Eye Catch Signs is one of MIE Solutions recently new customers. MIE Trak is a
production control and job tracking solution designed to help increase operating
profits without increasing overhead.
Eye Catch Signs is one of MIE Solutions recently new customers. They purchased
MIE Trak in January 2009. Eye Catch Signs is located in Halifax Nova Scotia,
Canada.
March 12, 2010 (FPRC) -- Eye Catch Signs specializes in the design and fabrication of custom
architectural and Braille and tactile signage. They provide customers with solutions that enhance
environments while ensuring accessibility and utility for all users.
In the field of Braille and Tactile accessible signage, Eye Catch Signs Brailliant Touch products have
no equal in durability, flexibility, design innovation, cost and speed of turnaround.
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more
about
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http://www.eyecatchsigns.com/en/home/default.aspx.

company
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MIE Trak is a cost effective ERP solutions which after reviewing multiple products Eye Catch Signs
decided to use the software MIE Trak because of the all the benefits it would create for their
company.
MIE Trak is an easy to use, production control and job tracking solution designed to help companies
increase operating profits without increasing their overhead. MIE Trak integrates all aspects of the
fabrication business process to provide vital management information when you need it. The MIE
Trak ERP and MRP system is designed for the manufacturer who wants to improve their bottom line
with a cost effective software solution. Enterprise resource planning (ERP) is a critical function
custom manufacturers, made-to-order manufacturers and custom manufacturers.
Some of the features in MIE Trak include: quote, order entry, quote letter, router, work order,
costing, purchasing, receiving, raw material, inventory, shipping, invoicing, and finished goods,
inventory scheduling, tracking, accounting, EDI module, shop overview, shipping and invoicing
reports, QuickBooks integration.
MIE Solutions Online B2B Supply Chain Portal software MIE Exchange enables buyers and
suppliers to interact efficiently through Request for Quotes, Document Management and Purchase
Orders quickly and easily. With free registration the online directory allows buyers and suppliers to
get listed, searched and contacted. MIE Exchange online directory gives your company visibility on
the internet.
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MIE Solutions is a leading provider of production control software for the entire manufacturing
sector. Incorporating MRP, ERP, Scheduling Shop floor data capture (SFDC) with bar coding and
costing capabilities. MIE Trak (formerly known as FabriTrak) is the market leading software for sheet
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metal fabricators, precision engineers and manufacturers. Our services also include training, full
product support and on-site implementation.
The mission of MIE Solutions is to apply advanced technology to improve manufacturing productivity
and quality in the field of fabrication. At MIE Solutions, we do not compromise product quality or
service. We strive to satisfy our customer's every reasonable requirement with speed, courtesy and
honesty. Our goal is to be known throughout the world for the development and production of
innovative products. We endeavor to be regarded as the leading supplier of high technology in the
fabrication industry.
Sales@mie-solutions.com
MIE Solutions
714-786-6230
12872 Valley View Street, Suite #8
Garden Grove, Ca 92845

Contact Information
For more information contact John Kubit of MIE Solutions (http://www.mie-solutions.com)
714-786-6230
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